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Abstract: 

We modeled by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations the growth of InGaN alloys on perfectly 

oriented and misoriented GaN surfaces. As the growth temperature increases, we show that two 

phenomena occur: composition pulling along the growth direction and lateral indium rich 

cluster formation. We show that both phenomena have the same origin, strain, and that 

temperature enables these phenomena to manifest themselves in measurable quantities. Indeed, 

there is a continuous transition as a function of growth temperature between statistical alloys, 

described by a binomial distribution law, and heterogeneous layers with indium rich clusters 

occurring at higher growth temperatures. We quantify this transition by introducing a cluster 

index based on the In and Ga atom spatial distribution. We show that this cluster index increases 

above a given temperature, while at low temperature and, in thin layers, it is determined by 

surface roughness and the associated In fluctuations. Composition pulling can be observed on 

a larger temperature range. Composition fluctuations are thus caused by strain, and permitted 

by In mobility at the surface during growth at sufficiently high temperature. 
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1- Introduction 

 

Lighting has been revolutionized in the last 20 years by the introduction of nitride based Light 

Emitting Diodes (LEDs). The active region of these LEDs is made of one or a few InGaN 

quantum wells. As these nitride layers are grown on foreign substrates, generally sapphire, the 

related lattice mismatch leads to a large density of dislocations, initially in the 1010 cm-2, and 

currently in the 108 cm-2 ranges. While other semiconductors would fail emitting light with such 

dislocation densities, a remarkable feature of InGaN/GaN quantum well LEDs is that they emit 

intense light, reaching internal quantum efficiency of 95% [1] and external quantum efficiency 

of 85% [2]. The widely-believed solution to the above problem, in the 2000’, was that InGaN 

was an unstable alloy and that the indium in the InGaN quantum wells formed In-rich clusters, 

which were observed by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) [3,4]. These low potential-

energy regions were supposed to localize carriers and prevent them from reaching non-radiative 

centers such as dislocations, as observed by cathodo/photo luminescence [5, 6, 7, 8]. 

However, in the latter work [8], localization was observed without clear evidence of In cluster. 

Soon after, it was demonstrated that In rich clusters could be induced by the TEM observation 

itself [9], and more careful observations led to the conclusion that InGaN was a random alloy 

[10,11]. In recent years, Atom Probe Tomography (APT) has been used to tackle this issue on 

polar [10, 12] and non-polar [12, 13] materials. Studies agree that polar InGaN is a random 

alloy, while conclusions are not so clear for non-polar InGaN. Limitations of the observation 

technique have been described in terms of spatial resolution and quantitative issues [14]. In 

order to conclude that InGaN is a random alloy or not, the histogram of In content is compared 

with the one theoretically expected from a binomial distribution or its Gaussian limit. 

Unfortunately, this comparison often remains qualitative and lacks a measure that quantifies 

how far the measured distribution is from the theoretical one. 

From the theoretical point of view, thermodynamics predicts spinodal decomposition [15]. 

However, additional effects have to be taken into account, which leads to more nuanced 

conclusion [16]. In particular, it is recognized that  kinetic phenomena occurring on the surface 

during growth are of prime importance and may dominate the clustering/non clustering 

processes. In addition, composition pulling is also mentioned in InGaN/GaN heterostructures, 

in relation with experimental observations [17-22]. Finally, energy calculations in In rich cluster 

conclude that such clusters are rather unlikely but could exist and have an impact on optical 

properties [23]. 

Two main conclusions can be drawn from this overview. First, thermodynamics considerations 

predicting phase separation seem to be contradicted by experimental observations and it appears 

that kinetic processes occurring on the surface during growth should be considered. Second, a 

more quantitative estimation of the clustering degree should be introduced as simply opposing 

clustering and random alloy is not sufficient to describe the InGaN alloy. These are the two 

objectives of this work. To address them we use kinetic Monte Carlo simulations to describe 

the incorporation, desorption, and surface mobility of In and Ga atoms on the surface of InGaN 

during growth, and we address the In clustering and composition pulling effects, which 

correspond respectively to lateral and vertical inhomogeneities in InGaN thin films. The trends 

for In incorporation found in this paper, as well as the quantitative criterion for discussing 

clustering effects, should find their perfect playground in the heterostructures currently being 

developed to achieve red-emitting nitride LEDs, where In contents larger than 25% are 

systematically exploited. To achieve such large In contents, substrates with an in-plane lattice 
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parameter larger than that of GaN have been introduced. InGaN alloys with In contents between 

25 and 30 % were obtained at UCSB on compliant porous GaN templates [24, 25] with InGaN 

layers underneath the quantum wells displaying just a few percents of In. Alternatively, 

Dussaigne et al. [26] obtained InGaN layers with up to 40% In by using InGaNOS 

pseudosubstrates, which include a relaxed InGaN layer with about 8% In. Finally, it is worth 

noting that the very large Wall Plug Efficiencies (WPEs) reported by Jiang and collaborators 

[27, 28] for yellow and red LEDs require the use of high-quality 30% and 40% In-content QWs 

in the active region (besides the exploitation of V-pits for efficient electrical injection), which 

are grown atop of a GaN/In0.1Ga0.9N superlattice, similar to Zhuang and collaborators [29]. 

Thus, the current work provides insight into the mechanisms operating in such large In-content 

alloys and defines a measure of In clustering whose interest will become apparent when 

analyzing quantitively their statistical properties (e.g. by TEM and/or APT)”. 

 

2- Monte Carlo modeling 

 

InGaN alloys consists in two element-III atoms (In and Ga) and one element-V atom (N). As it 

is usually done in this case [30-32], the modeling considers column III atoms only and assumes 

that N is not the limiting species or, more precisely, N is not playing any role in the relative 

processes (incorporation/desorption/surface mobility) of Ga and In atoms (relative means for 

instance that N does favor the incorporation of In compared to Ga). In addition, N is known to 

be less mobile on the surface than Ga or In [33]. 

Polar wurtzite nitrides are considered. The (0001) surface consists in two series of atomic sites 

separated by one monolayer (ML) (ABAB stacking). One defines the vertical columns along z 

containing group III atoms. The intersection between columns and monolayers define points, 

half of them being occupied by a group III atom. A full monolayer is thus defined here by an 

occupancy factor of 50%. 

Three processes are taken into account and each of them is characterized by a rate per second. 

The first one is the deposition. The probability for an atom to be deposited is the same for all 

sites, and deposition rate on each atomic site is given by the nominal growth rate in monolayer 

per second. The Ga and In relative deposition rates depend on the stoichiometry of the incoming 

flux. We have modeled incoming stoichiometries of 10, 20 and 50 % In.       

The second process is the desorption of an atom from the surface. Its rate depends on the barrier 

energy Edes associated with the process.  

Γ𝑑𝑒𝑠 = Γ0𝑒−
𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑠
𝑘𝑇      (1) 

The prefactor 0 accounts for the number of vibrational modes and is taken to be 1012 s-1.The 

desorption energy is the atom surface energy. This value is given for an isolated atom on a flat 

surface and equals 1 eV for GaN [32] and 0.86 eV for InN. In this case, the atom has three 

nearest neighbors underneath (in this paper, the nearest neighbors (NN) mean column III atom 

nearest neighbors). If the surface is not flat or the atom is not isolated, then the NN number is 

smaller or larger than three and the energy must be modified accordingly: we use an energy of 

0.3eV per additional Ga-Ga NN [32], 0.26 for In-In NN and 0.28 for In-Ga NN. Hence, an atom 

without NN would have a desorption energy of 1-3×0.3=0.1 eV, very close to zero, 
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corresponding to a free atom, as it can be seen in plasma Molecular Beam epitaxy (MBE) with 

a Ga layer (or bilayer) on the surface under a Ga excess. Energies for In surface atoms have 

been estimated based on the bulk bond energies of InN and GaN [34]. 

The third process is the local reconfiguration of the surface. Atoms on the surface can break 

bonds and move to a neighboring site, leading after some repeats of this process, to surface 

diffusion. As the number of bonds to break is smaller than for desorption, the barrier energies 

are smaller. Various atomic movements can be identified at the atomic scale, each of them 

associated with a given energy [35]. We restricted our choice to the most likely event, 

corresponding to the smallest energy, 0.79 eV for GaN. We extrapolated an energy of 0.68 eV 

for the corresponding process in InN, based on the atomic surface energies discussed above. 

These energies are corrected, as for the desorption, to account for the exact number of NN. For 

each atom jump, the authorized destination sites are identified: atoms can only jump to sites at 

the same level as or below the initial site, as moving to a higher level would require breaking 

more bonds. The arrival site is randomly chosen with the same probability among all authorized 

sites. A more refined description of the surface with the nature of the steps exists [36] which 

allows to discuss the Ehrlich-Schwöbel barrier and how the surface morphology evolves. These 

details (e.g. the coexistence of A- and B-type step edges with different dangling-bond 

configurations) are not necessary for our purpose and, moreover, the related parameters to be 

used would become largely arbitrary in the case of alloys, so we chose a simplified version of 

the atom jumps with less free parameters. 

The last and fundamental ingredient that we need to introduce is the local elastic energy. Indeed, 

In is a bigger atom than Ga and bonds are distorted both in the volume and at the surface. 

Surface reconstruction also occurs in order to minimize the related elastic energy [37, 38]. The 

effect of strain on the formation enthalpy of an isolated Ga or Al atom on a surface as a function 

of strain has been estimated, showing that the strain modifies this energy by about 0.4 eV [39]. 

Lymperakis and coworkers [40] have calculated by Density Functional Theory (DFT) the 

energies of the associated reconstructed surface for a 1 ML of InN grown on GaN. While In 

can be incorporated with no energy penalty in ¼ of the sites, adding more In costs about 0.3eV 

per In atom, which tends to limit the In content to 25% in InGaN layers coherently grown on 

GaN. However, elastic energy calculated by DFT is not available in all configurations for the 

InGaN alloys and we must rely on simpler approaches and approximations. We have used the 

classical elastic energy calculation for a thin film epitaxially grown on a lattice mismatch 

substrate, and the corresponding in plane strain xx : 

  

 

where the elastic constants are the usual ones [41, 42]. 

We can derive the energy per atom by dividing this energy per unit volume by the number of 

atoms in the unit cell and multiplying by its volume. One finds energies of 1.15eV for InN on 

GaN and 1.52 eV for GaN on InN. For alloys, the energy scales with the square of the strain 

i.e. the square of the alloy composition. We neglect here any plastic relaxation. The above 

derivation holds for an entirely filled 2D film. During the growth, terraces and steps form on 

the surface and allow for elastic relaxation minimizing thereby the total elastic energy. We take 

this relaxation into account for each atom by considering the number NNN of nearest neighbors. 

If the atom is inside a continuous film, it has 6 NN in the plane and 3 NN below it, and there is 

𝑊=(𝑐11 + 𝑐12 − 2
 𝑐13

2

𝑐33
)𝜀𝑥𝑥

2  (2) 
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no relaxation. On the contrary, an adatom without NN below and around it (NNN=0) is fully 

relaxed, and the elastic energy is zero. In intermediate cases, we simply interpolate and the 

elastic energy calculated in (2) is multiplied by NNN/9. At the end, we find an elastic energy 

which is on the order of 0.4-0.5 eV for an isolated atom on a surface, similar to the value 

calculated by DFT for the case of AlN and GaN [39]. 

At this stage, it is important to comment the approximations that we made to estimate the 

energies. We cannot access the exact values, which, anyway, depend on the environment (gases 

and molecules) above the surface, and cannot be unique. Quantum calculations face the same 

problem. These energies will be used to calculate process rates, with an exponential temperature 

activation. An error in the energy will simply shift the temperature at which the process is 

activated. Hence, we must be aware that the temperatures that will be given later in this paper 

as the onset of a given process are indicative only. This, however, will not alter the general 

conclusions.   

For obvious reasons of computation time, the modeled area is limited to 30×60=1800 atomic 

sites along x and y, and 10 atomics sites in the vertical direction z for each column (20 

monolayers). This corresponds to horizontal dimensions Lx and Ly of 45a (14nm) and 30√3a 

(16 nm) respectively (with the in-plane parameter a=0.31 nm), which is the typical size of APT 

maps [13]. In order to mimic an infinite surface and avoid accumulation or desertion at the 

boundaries, we use periodic conditions both along x and y. When the initial surface is flat, we 

use strict periodic conditions: 

𝑓(𝑥 + 𝐿𝑥, 𝑦 + 𝐿𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)     (3) 

where f (x,y,z) describes the occupation of the atomic site of position x,y,z. When we use an 

off-axis surface, with steps and terraces, and a difference of height equal to h along a distance 

of, say, Lx, we impose quasi-periodic conditions: 

𝑓(𝑥 + 𝐿𝑥, 𝑦 + 𝐿𝑦, 𝑧 + ℎ) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)     (4) 

This condition imposes that the general offcut angle of the surface is kept constant during the 

growth, which corresponds to the experimental observation. We have limited the study to off-

axis surfaces to two mono-atomic steps (h=0.5nm) in the surface along the distance of 14 nm, 

which corresponds to a misorientation angle of 2°. Note that two steps are inserted in order to 

observe eventual step bunching. Such a misorientation is larger than the one usually used for 

growing InGaN on GaN-on-sapphire templates, which is about 0.2°. A 0.2° misoriented surface 

would require a large area (70 nm wide) in order to include one atomic step, and even larger 

(140 nm) to include two steps. Such a large area would induce long computation times and 

cannot be reasonably modeled. Note that, as will be shown later, step flow will occur at high 

temperature. In this case a smaller miscut angle, and correspondingly wider terraces, would 

merely lead to a step flow mode occurring at a slightly higher temperature. 

Once the layer is grown, the occupation function f is known for all atomics sites (about 18000 

atoms) and we can calculate all macroscopic parameters such as the mean In content, the surface 

morphology, the surface profile along any direction (in particular along step direction), and the 

In content integrated along individual vertical columns. In order to compare with APT maps 

that display a nanometer spatial resolution, we also provide the In content integrated along 10 

neighboring columns (i.e. one reference column, 3 nearest columns at a distance of a, 6 second 
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nearest columns at a distance of √3a). Each calculation was performed between 4 and 7 times 

and macroscopic parameters are averaged over these runs. 

The calculation was performed for temperatures ranging from 300°C to 1000°C (or less in some 

cases). At low temperature, atom evaporation and diffusion are limited, and the most likely 

events are the deposition events. The calculation of the growth is fast, it takes a few minutes on 

a PowerEdge R930 [43]. At high temperature, however, atom diffusion dominates and atom 

jumps are the most likely event. The calculated growth is slow and the computation time 

increases up to tens of hours.  

The initial layer, which cannot be modified (no evaporation nor jump), contains two GaN 

monolayers, so that each column contains one initial Ga atom. For off-axis surfaces, one or two 

non-removable monolayers are added in order to build steps and terraces.  

3-Results and discussion 

We first discuss the surface morphology. Fig.1 shows the occupancy of the layers as a function 

of their vertical position. The target growth is 20 monolayers so that the total target thickness 

is 22 monolayers. If the layer would be perfectly smooth, all monolayers up to the 22nd would 

be full (50% occupancy) and all layers above would be empty (0% occupancy). At low 

temperature, some layers below the 22nd layer are not full and some layers above are partially 

occupied, representing surface roughness. As the growth temperature increases, the transition 

between fully occupied and empty layers becomes more and more abrupt: the surface becomes 

atomically smooth. This is the regime of layer-by-layer growth, which can be followed by 

Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) oscillations in MBE. It occurs at 

sufficiently high temperature when the atom mobility on the surface is high enough: islands 

nucleate on atomic terraces and then grow until a full layer is completed, recovering an 

atomically smooth surface. 

On off-axis surfaces (see Fig. 2), the same process can be observed except that steps are 

maintained by the quasiperiodic conditions. Atoms move from terraces to steps, which move 

forward at high temperature: this is the step flow growth regime where the steps remain clearly 

visible in the profile. At low temperature, nucleation occurs on the terraces so that steps do not 

remain aligned along their initial direction and disappear from the profile. This surface 

morphology was obtained for all In compositions. The evolution of roughness with temperature 

is an important parameter for the evaluation of the In composition and its lateral fluctuations. 

Indeed, lateral thickness fluctuation of a few units are non-negligible compared to the total 

thickness of 20 monolayers. When calculating the In content per column (number of In atoms 

divided by total number of atoms), such thickness fluctuations will lead to In content 

fluctuations. Hence, the layer roughness at low temperature will lead to spatial fluctuations of 

the composition. These fluctuations of thickness have an impact on the composition integrated 

along z for thin layers. This effect can be particularly important for quantum wells, where the 

electron and hole energies will be impacted, possibly creating lateral carrier localization.  

Next, we study the mean indium content in the layer. As observed experimentally, the computed 

indium content decreases as the growth temperature increases. Figure 3 shows that this decrease 

is the same for on-axis and for off-axis orientations. The observed variation of indium content 

as a function of growth temperature [44,45] is actually much stronger than the one calculated 

here, which indicates that the difference in bonding energies between Ga and In is larger than 
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the one we have used. The second difference between our result and the experimental one is the 

In-incorporation dependence on misorientation. We observe the same In content in InGaN 

layers grown on perfectly oriented surfaces and on 2°off surfaces. While this is not always 

observed, the indium content is reported to vary with misorientation in some publications on 

Ga-polar faces [45, 46] and N-polar faces [47]. The explanation for the Ga-polar face is the 

following: as steps flow faster, the incoming Ga atoms prevent the evaporation of In from the 

terraces more efficiently thereby increasing the mean In content. Hence, the In content was 

observed to decrease with miscut angle from 13% for 0.2° to 8% for 1.8° [46]. This effect 

operates only when In and Ga have very different sticking coefficients and in the step flow 

growth mode, and for instance does not operate in InAlN where the growth is 3D [46]. For the 

N-polar face, multi-atomic steps tend to develop and growth on new facets reduces the In 

incorporation [47]. First, our model is related to Ga face surface and we exclude considering 

new facets and incorporation on new facets. Second, our results suggest, as already said, that 

we underestimated the difference in bonding energies between In and Ga, meaning that the 

difference in sticking coefficients between In and Ga may be underestimated. Third, we did not 

investigate various off cut angles, so that we cannot directly compare with experimental results 

[45,46]. Fourth, when treating the perfectly oriented surface, we observe that islands nucleate 

on terraces (easily at low temperature, while with difficulty and more slowly at high 

temperature) and then grow until the surface becomes flat and then the process repeats. This is 

intrinsically due to the periodic boundary conditions and the small area which can be modeled. 

During the island growth, In incorporates on the island edges as it incorporates on step edges 

on miscut surfaces. Hence, it may explain why our model gives the same In content for 0 and 

2° off cuts. To conclude, it seems that our model cannot reproduce the variation of step flow 

speed and the related variation of In incorporation with miscut angle. 

  

We now study the In content profile in the layer. In order to magnify the effect, we will focus 

on layers grown with an incident In content of 50%. Figure 4 shows the In profile for various 

growth temperatures. The In content increases as the growth proceeds and finally saturates to 

its equilibrium value, which decreases with increasing temperature (as shown in Fig. 3). The In 

content values in Fig.4 are actually normalized by this equilibrium value so that all profiles tend 

to unity. This allows to better see the In content transient along the growth direction, the 

amplitude and spatial extension of which increases with increasing temperature. This is the 

well-known composition pulling effect: when growing InGaN on GaN, the strain reduces the 

In incorporation. As the lattice parameter at the surface varies with In content, the In 

incorporation becomes easier, and the In content reaches its equilibrium value. In order to 

evidence that this pulling effect is due to strain, we have calculated in Fig.5 the same profiles 

with an elastic energy twice larger than the one used in Fig.4. We observe that the composition 

transients are much larger both in amplitude and in spatial extension when the elastic energy is 

larger. Similar results are obtained with off-axis orientations. Composition pulling is due to 

strain and is permitted when the temperature is high enough to allow for sufficient atom 

mobility on the surface. Note that, incidentally, in Figure 5 the In content in the first InGaN 

layer (deposited on GaN) has an indium content of 50% of the impinging nominal value, which 

in the present case equals 50%; this leads to an In content in the first monolayer of 25%, which 

corresponds to the maximum In mole fraction calculated by Lymperakis et al. [40] for a 

coherently-grown InGaN layer on pure GaN. However this result is obtained for an elastic 

energy twice the value calculated from the macroscopic elastic theory. 
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We finally turn to the lateral In fluctuations, which are the core of this study. First, we show in 

Fig.6 the maps of In content in two layers grown at two different temperatures, with the same 

indium content equal to 19% (the incident In flux is 19% at low temperature and has been 

adjusted at high temperature to reach the same equilibrium content in the layer). The content is 

laterally averaged over 10 columns. The growth was limited here to 10 monolayers and the 

strain energy was doubled to magnify the effect. One observes lateral fluctuations of 

composition, which are much frequent at higher temperature. This gives us a first evidence that 

more In fluctuations appear at higher temperature. In order to be more quantitative, we 

introduce now a parameter that we call cluster index. In a statistical InGaN alloy, composition 

fluctuations are due to the random distribution of In and Ga atoms. Within n atoms, the 

probability to get k In atoms is given by the binomial law: 

  

where p is the average probability to get an indium atom, equal to mean In content. 

The average Indium content is p and its standard deviation is√
𝑝 (1−𝑝)

𝑛
. 

For sufficiently large numbers, this binomial law tends to a Gaussian law. The probability to 

get an indium content equal to x is given by: 

 

with xmean=p and 𝜎 = √
𝑝 (1−𝑝)

𝑛
. Note that, for instance, for 20 monolayers and 10 columns we 

get n=100. For an average In content of 25%, we get a Gaussian distribution centered at x=0.25 

with a width =0.043. We will compare the calculated distribution with the Gaussian one and 

calculate the cluster index C which is the deviation to the Gaussian law: 

   

 

 

We typically use histograms with m=50 intervals of value , and we normalize the histograms 

by the number of points (1800). C is thus analogous to a probability. The statistical alloy is 

characterized by C=0, and C reaches a fraction of unity for large deviations from the statistical 

alloy. Introducing this quantitative and continuously varying parameter allows to go beyond the 

usual binary discussion about the presence or not of fluctuations. We verified that at low 

temperature, the distribution is close to a Gaussian one and C is small. C is however not equal 

to zero because of the thickness fluctuations mentioned above. Figure 7 shows the cluster index 

for layers grown on-axis and off-axis at various temperatures and with an incident In content 

of 25%. We observe that C is constant and small at low temperature, reaches a minimum around 

700-800°C and then increases at high temperature. The behavior is similar for both on- and off-

axis orientations. At the sweet spot around 700-800°C, the temperature is high enough to 

provide smooth surfaces and low enough to lessen In surface diffusion and its associated 

clustering. Similar results are obtained with 10% incident In. 

𝑝(𝑘) =
𝑛!

𝑘! (𝑛 − 𝑘)!
 𝑝𝑘(1 − 𝑝)𝑛−𝑘  (5) 

𝑝(𝑥) =
1

√2𝜋𝜎
𝑒

−(𝑥−𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛)2

2𝜎2    (6) 

𝐶 = ∑ 𝑎𝑏𝑠(ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜(𝑚) − 𝑝(𝑥𝑚) × ∆) 

 

𝑚

   (7) 
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In order to evidence the origin of the clustering at high temperature, we focus on layers grown 

with 50% incident In, and we will vary the amplitude of the elastic energy. Figure 8 shows the 

cluster index for InGaN layer grown off-axis with 50% incident In calculated either per atomic 

column or averaged over 10 atomic columns. The calculation is performed either taking into 

account the elastic energy (doubled) or setting it to zero. We observe that the cluster index 

increases with temperature when the elastic energy is taken into account, while it remains 

constant and weak if the strain is not taken into account. Again, a sweet spot appears as a trade-

off between roughness and clustering, at 500°C, at a lower temperature than for In poor layers. 

A similar behavior is observed on-axis (Fig.9) with the same sweet spot at 500°C, but with a 

smaller cluster index. While In incorporation on steps in off-axis surfaces could be expected to 

be faster and to reduce the clustering, the contrary is observed. Interestingly, the same 

observation was made experimentally [48]. Finally, we show in Fig.10 the cluster index for 

InGaN grown on-axis with 50% incident In as a function of temperature and for various elastic 

energies. We clearly observe that the clustering at high temperature is due to the elastic energy. 

As energies appear in an exponential term, it was expected that clustering and its index do not 

vary linearly with the energies. 

Results show that two phenomena appear at high temperature and are due to the strain: the 

composition pulling effect and the clustering. Both simply express that atomic jumps are 

thermally activated, and preferred incorporation sites are those which minimize the elastic 

energy. Along the growth direction, In atoms tend to segregate and incorporate further when 

the In composition is higher and the mean lattice parameter is larger. Laterally, In atoms diffuse 

on the surface and tend to incorporate themselves into In-rich regions where the lattice 

parameter is larger and the elastic energy is smaller. Once an In-rich cluster is created, In atoms 

tend to incorporate on its surface. However, atom incorporation remains only partially 

deterministic, and an In-rich cluster may be fully recovered by Ga atoms, leading to 3D In-rich 

clusters. Hence, clustering is not restricted to the 2D growth plane but can (and does) also 

happen along the growth direction. All these processes occur dynamically on the surface. 

Hence, composition pulling and clustering are both consequences of the same surface physics: 

Strain is the cause of these processes, and temperature is the parameter allowing them to happen. 

Growing at higher rate will shift the occurrence of these processes to higher temperature, but 

the shift will remain limited as the temperature has an exponential impact while the growth rate 

has a linear effect. As already explained, the amplitude of the aforementioned processes and 

the temperature at which they appear may not be exact, as the involved energies are not 

precisely known. In particular, we recognize that the temperature dependence of the In 

incorporation is larger than the one found in our paper (Fig. 3). However, the general trend 

remains. Let us also recall that we did not take into account structural defects, in particular 

dislocations, which may alter the conclusions. Additional phenomena, such as step meandering, 

which are not taken into account in our model where isotropic atomic jumps only are 

considered, may also have an impact on disorder, as experimentally shown [49]. Based on our 

simplified and isotropic model for atomic jumps, we cannot describe the surface instabilities 

that have been observed in various materials (Ehrlich-Schwoebel, Grinfeld, Bales-Zangwill, 

Wolf –Villain, …) as described in [50] for instance. These phenomena are of prime importance 

for the surface morphology, but can be expected to be of second order for the In content 

fluctuations if In and Ga behave the same in regards of these instabilities. In addition, some of 

these instabilities lead to very rough surfaces and are unlikely to happen in the high quality 

InGaN layers used to fabricate LEDs and lasers, which are those used to study In clusters. 
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Furthermore, for high indium contents, a 2D-3D Stranski-Krastanov transition may occur when 

the elastic energy contained in the whole layer exceeds a given value. This transition  cannot 

be taken into account in our model as we consider only the elastic energy contained in the last 

monolayer. Our results remain thus valid for thin layers which remain 2D. 

Currently, it is believed/claimed that InGaN layers grown for high performances devices do not 

exhibit In rich clusters beyond the statistical limit. We believed that it simply means that they 

are grown within the sweet spot mentioned in this paper. Growing at higher temperature would 

create clusters, as demonstrated by annealing InGaN layers grown at lower temperature, 

although processes occurring in the bulk differ from surface kinetics. However, the comparison 

with experimental results should be done carefully, as growing at higher temperatures leads 

experimentally to a reduced In content (more severely than in our model, as already noticed 

when commenting Fig.3). In order to keep a large enough In content in the films while growing 

at high temperature, the In flux should need to be considerably increased, leading to possible 

In droplet formation and a strongly degraded quality, which will probably preclude such a 

theory-experiment quantitative comparison.  

 The objective of this paper was to explain the absence of clear separation between statistical 

alloys and alloys with clusters, and the clustering index describes this continuous transition. 

Experimentally, the spatial and absolute resolution provided by APT and TEM is already high 

enough to assess this clustering index, which is thus a relevant and meaningful parameter that 

could be used to benchmark results of different groups. 

4. Conclusion 

We modeled the growth of InGaN alloys on perfectly oriented and misoriented GaN surfaces. 

As the growth temperature increases two distinct phenomena occur: composition pulling and 

In-rich cluster formation. Both are caused by the strain due to the lattice mismatch between 

GaN and InGaN and the related elastic energy. Indium lateral diffusion and vertical segregation 

are thus two facets of the same surface physics, both related to strain, and lead to cluster 

formation and composition pulling respectively. The transition between statistical alloys 

described by a binomial distribution law and heterogeneous layers with In-rich clusters has been 

shown to be smooth as a function of growth temperature; to quantify the degree of clustering 

within the InGaN layers we have introduced a cluster index, which is shown to increase above 

a given temperature and which we propose as a means to compare quantitatively results by 

different groups. Below this temperature, surface roughness leads to apparent composition 

fluctuations, which could be of importance in quantum wells. Above this temperature, In-rich 

clusters progressively form. This temperature thus defines the optimum InGaN growth 

temperature, which decreases with the indium content. 
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Figure 1: Occupancy factor of the monolayers as a function of their position along the growth 

direction in In0.1Ga0.9N grown at various temperatures. The nominal thickness grown 

corresponds to 20 monolayers on top of a two monolayers template. The surface is on-axis. 
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Figure 2: Profile of the In0.1Ga0.9N layer observed along the y axis (parallel to the initial step 

direction, see inset), grown at two temperatures (700°C and 1000°C). 
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Figure 3 : Indium content averaged over the whole layer as a function of growth temperature for on-
axis and off-axis orientations. The incident In content is 25%. 
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Figure 4 : Normalized In content profile in InGaN grown at various temperatures. The incident In 
content is 50%. The surface is on-axis. The In content is normalized by the In content in the last 
monolayers (50%, 48.5%, 46%, 44% and 42.6% at 300, 500, 600, 700 and 750°C respectively). 
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Figure 5 : Normalized In content profile in InGaN grown at various temperatures. The incident In 
content is 50%. The surface is on-axis. The In content is normalized by the In content in the last 
monolayers (50%, 47.5%, 46%, 42.7% and 41.4% at 300, 500, 600, 700 and 750°C respectively). 
Compared to Figure 4, the elastic energy due to strain is multiplied by 2.  
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Figure 6: Maps of indium content (averaged laterally over 10 atomic columns) for InGaN 

layers grown at 300°C (right) and 700°C (left). The incident In flux is adjusted so that the 

final In content is the same in both layers (19%). On axis. Strain energy doubled. Thickness 

:10 monolayers 
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Figure 7: Cluster index for InGaN layers as a function of growth temperature for on-axis and off-axis 
orientations. The incident In content is 25%. The In content was averaged over 10 columns. 
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Figure 8: Cluster index for layers grown on off-axis substrate with 50% incident In, as a function of 
growth temperature. The index is calculated per atomic column or averaged laterally over 10 atomic 
columns. The energy related to the strain is set to double its value or set to zero. 
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Figure 9: Cluster index for layers grown on on-axis substrate with 50% incident In, as a function of 
growth temperature. The index is calculated per atomic column or averaged laterally over 10 atomic 
columns. The energy related to the strain is set to double its value. 
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Figure 10: Cluster index for layers grown on on-axis substrate with 50% incident In, as a function of 
growth temperature. The index is calculated per atomic column. The energy related to the strain is 
set to double its value, or to its value, or to zero. 

 


